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Welcome to ePreview, the INCOSE UK e-mail bulletin. ePreview covers topical news and events that are of interest to the  
UK Systems Engineering community, complementing our Quarterly Newsletter Preview.   

To contribute or advertise, contact the Editor emmajane@incoseonline.org.uk. 

INCOSE UK – 2014 COUNCIL ELECTIONS 

President’s Message 
 
Volunteerism is at the heart of INCOSE UK, supported of course by our professional staff at 
DTE. The survival and growth of INCOSE UK depends on peoples’ willingness to serve as 
volunteers, and generally this relies on their employers’ generous support to help them fulfil the 
role. 
 
This year, by rotation, we have elections for a new President-Elect, Events Director, and 
Communications Director. I’d like to take the opportunity to thank Richard Beasley, Ian Gibson 
and Robbie Forder for their service in these roles and acknowledge their contribution to the last 
three years of sustained improvement within INCOSE UK. Richard, of course, becomes 
President of INCOSE UK at our AGM this November. 
 
I am delighted that we have three candidates for the role of President-Elect, each with their employer’s backing. I 
firmly believe that it is vital that an incoming President-Elect, who subsequently becomes President, has a mandate 
resulting from an election and I would encourage all of you to familiarise yourselves with the candidates through the 
election statements in this ePreview and cast your vote thoughtfully. 
 
We have a single candidate for both the Events Director and Communications Director roles: Ian Gibson standing 
again for Events, and Hazel Woodcock standing for Communications. Ian will continue in the role of Events Director. 
Hazel will officially take on the role of Communication Director after the AGM on 18

th
 November. While we will not 

have an election for these roles, I am delighted that we have two such qualified and motivated candidates. Again, their 
election statements are included in ePreview for you to read. 
 
 
Alan Harding CEng FIET MINCOSE 
President INCOSE UK 
 

2014 Annual General Meeting 
 

The Annual General Meeting of INCOSE UK will be held in the main lecture theatre of Royal Air Force Museum 
Cosford, Shifnal, Shropshire, TF11 8UP.  The AGM will commence at 16:30 on Tuesday 18

th
 November 2014. 

At the meeting the Council officers will present their reports and accounts for the past year.  The results of the 2014 
Council elections will also be announced.  This is your opportunity to find out what the Council has been doing on your 
behalf and our plans for the future.  You may also raise questions with the Council collectively or individually. 
 

 
Election Process and Timeline 
 

To vote in the election you must be a current member of the INCOSE UK Chapter.  Votes must 
be cast on-line at www.incoseonline.org.uk .  You will be required to log-on using your usual 
INCOSE UK log-on details to access the voting page.  Each member has one vote. 
 
The voting page will be open from Monday 20

th
 October 2014, and will close at midnight on 

Sunday 16
th
 November 2014.  Please ensure that you cast your vote before the page is closed. 

The results will be announced at the 2014 AGM. 
 

Please take this opportunity to read about the candidates, and to vote in the election of our next President-Elect. 
 

 

mailto:emmajane@incoseonline.org.uk
http://www.incoseonline.org.uk/
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The Candidates for President-Elect 
 
The Council has received three nominations for the role of President-Elect, each of the candidates has submitted a 
personal statement, which you can read below: 

 

Ivan Mactaggart BSc CEng MIET MINCOSE  
 
Ivan Mactaggart has been working as a professional Systems Engineer for more than 
20 years and has been actively involved and promoting the practice through INCOSE 
UK since 2009, serving initially as a UK Advisory Board (UKAB) member. Ivan is a 
Systems Engineering Manager in the Land Battlespace department of the Defence 
Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl). He is the Technical Authority for Dstl’s Land 
Environment Future Concepts (LEFC) project. He is a Dstl Systems practice and 
Systems Engineering mentor and a Professional Registration Advisor for INCOSE UK 
following his achieving Chartership under the INCOSE UK partnership with IET. His 
work for Dstl is regularly presented to Dstl’s government stakeholders and international 
partners.  
 
Ivan has presented and collaborated with others to present his areas of interest at ASEC, previous collaboration with 
academia has been also been presented internationally. He is also a commissioned officer in the Army Reserve and 
has served two tours of operational duty with the Honourable Artillery Company in leadership and liaison roles. He has 
previously served as a director of three sports associations including his local sports authority which during his tenure 
realised sponsorship funding for potential future Olympians. 
   
Ivan is an established member of several INCOSE UK working and interest groups actively contributing to the 
Capability Systems Engineering and Model-Based Systems Engineering Working Groups and his main areas of 
personal interest, the Enterprise Systems Engineering Interest Group. He is a member of the INCOSE UK Technical 
Sub-committee and has been a reviewer for both ASEC and the newly established EMEA conferences. He is 
committed and passionate about his Continual Professional Development and is currently completing an MSc in 
Systems Engineering at Cranfield University. He was the lead author of the INCOSE UK Z Guide 10 ‘What is 
Continual Professional Development?’ He will be taking his CSEP examination during ASEC14. 
 
In 2012 Ivan was elected Chair of the UKAB a position he held until September 2014. During his time as Chair the 
UKAB has expanded to encompass 37 member organisations characterising the broadest range of industry, 
government and academia representation since the UKAB was established. He retains his connection with the UKAB 
in an advisory capacity as past chair and as part of a UKAB Working Group established during his time as chair which 
is developing a framework to assist the development of Systems Engineering capability within organisations. During 
his period as Chair he represented the UKAB on the INCOSE UK Council and has represented INCOSE UK during 
international meetings. 
  
If elected as President Elect Ivan’s vision for INCOSE UK has four pillars; Identify, Develop, Grow, and Sustain:  
 
Identify 
“I am committed to identifying areas of opportunity for our members to develop their practice and highlight the 
contribution of Systems Engineers as valued members of society”. 
 
Develop 
“I am passionate about the development of the professional status of Systems Engineers through the growth and 
expansion of our Professional Development programmes. I am determined that INCOSE UK will exploit opportunities 
to advance and showcase UK systems engineering good practice”.   
 
Grow 
“I am inspired by the achievements of our members, I want INCOSE UK to listen to its members, to form plans and 
rapidly implement those plans to address the needs of INCOSE UK so that we can continue to grow not only our 
membership, but our good practice, our influence and our contribution”. 
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Sustain 
“I will work with the INCOSE UK Council and UKAB to sustain good governance on behalf of our members and to 
maintain a strong financial position. Additionally I will support our current strategy to ensure INCOSE UK is recognised 
and respected as the authority for Systems Engineering in the UK”. 
 
 “I am immensely proud to be an INCOSE UK member, our members, individual and corporate, are the bedrock of 
INCOSE UK and I am determined that INCOSE UK has a close, dynamic and interactive relationship with its 
membership. Equally I am resolute that INCOSE UK provides products and services that reflect our member’s 
requirements. INCOSE UK can only prosper if you the members actively participate, as President Elect and President 
I undertake to provide an environment to meet your aspirations and build on my four pillars to meet my Vision – 
INCOSE UK, a vibrant, respected organisation and authority on Systems Engineering good practice.” 

 

 

Alan Millichamp BSc CEng MRAeS MAPM MINCOSE 
 
I am a passionate advocate of the benefits of Systems Engineering and believe the 
application of its principles and philosophy, in an appropriate manner, will enable 
practitioner companies to become benchmark providers in their respective fields of 
engineering expertise. 
 
Systems Engineering methodology can be applied at the level of the consultant through to 
the global strategy of a multinational conglomerate and my first encounters with 
INCOSEUK have inspired me to volunteer my services to help enlarge its membership, 
individually and corporately, thereby bringing its visionary message to a wider audience, 
many of whom will be as yet unfamiliar with the transformative power of the modern 
discipline. INCOSEUK has already established a solid foundation and has gained hard-earned respect which spans 
the public and private sectors. I would personally endeavour to promote the value of a Systems Engineering approach 
until it forms a core and indispensable component in the strategy of every engineering company, large and small.  
I believe that INCOSEUK needs to provide clear and succinct advice to companies and individuals on how to make 
best use of Systems Engineering by providing methods and tools that will advise and guide what level of Systems 
Engineering will provide cost effective returns. I will strive to help lead the members of INCOSEUK to develop these 
methods such that a determinate business case can be made for adopting the initial investment Systems Engineering 
requires. 
 
I have over 37 years’ experience at Rolls-Royce, where I learnt my Systems Engineering and Programme 
Management skills and deployed my expertise as Chief Engineer and Programme Director. I am now positioned as 
Technical Director with Synoptix, a young, dynamic company with the vision and energy to bring Systems Engineering 
as a game-changing methodology to the engineering communities of the UK and beyond. My appointment to the 
position of President-Elect of INCOSEUK would complement this mission perfectly. 
 

PRINCIPAL ACHIEVEMENTS AND EXPERIENCES 

 

Selected Experience:  
April 2013 to present, Technical Director of SYNOPTIX 
Main responsibilities: Technical leadership of bespoke, high level Systems and Safety Engineering Solutions across 
the full lifecycle, in numerous industry sectors. Providing complete Engineering and Management solutions tailored to 
the customer process. Capability encompasses the whole ‘V-Cycle’ including Requirements, Design, Implementation, 
and Verification and Validation. Recent work packages include: Support to Rolls-Royce’s WR-21 new test facility; 
Requirement capture of Bombardier’s new Aventra, rolling stock platform; Reliability analysis of Alstom’s DeepGen IV 
tidal power turbine; Bombardier electrical bonding process improvement. BAES P&P feasibility study. All successfully 
delivered on time and to cost. During my tenure SYNOPTIX’s Turn Over has grown from £300k to £1.3m per annum. 
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May 2011 - Mar 2013, Rolls-Royce Naval Marine, Programme Director of Naval Marine GTs 
Main responsibilities: All Naval UK & International gas turbine programmes. These included MT30, WR-21, Spey, 
Olympus and Tyne. The role incorporated product definition, strategy, and aftermarket support. Main activities were 
defining and delivering the MT30 compact package programme achieving a similar footprint to its competitor while 
delivering greater than 35% additional power. This resulted in successful campaigns for FFX BII in Korea and Type 26 
in the UK.  
Other duties: Functional responsibility for UK&I Naval Programme Managers and Leads.  
 
Sep 2007 - Apr 2011, Rolls-Royce Naval Marine, Programme Director Type 45 and MT30 
Main responsibilities Type 45: Final acceptance of RR equipment into service, including; WR-21 gas turbines, ship 
shaft line, including propellers and deck machinery. Included an innovative Contract for Availability for the WR-21 first 
seven years of service. During this time the Type45 programme achieved the highest MoD Customer Satisfaction 
score within Naval. 
Main responsibilities MT30: Engine deliveries for the DDG1000 and Littoral Combat Ship, also the Royal Navy’s new 
aircraft carrier, QE Class. 
 
Mar 2005 – Aug 2007, Rolls- Royce Aerospace, Chief Development Engineer Trent 1000 
Main responsibilities: Certify the Trent 1000, for the Boeing 787 Dreamliner. Established a team of over 100 Engineers 
and Technicians, 40% of which were sub-contract labour, to complete all the Certification testing and reporting. The 
Certification was achieved on time (within budget) just 17 months later, the fastest Certification RR has ever 
completed, and the first time both EASA and FAA achieved at the same time. 
 
Nov 2001 – Feb 2005, Rolls Royce Naval Marine, Chief Engineer & Head of Programme MT30 
Main responsibilities: Development of the MT30, a derivative of the Trent 800 Aero engine for Marine applications, 
reporting to the Managing Director Marine Systems. Including, ownership of the MT30 Business Case, and defining 
and executing the MT30 development programme up to Certification. The MT30 was successful in winning in to the 
US Navy Littoral Combat Ship and DDG 1000 Zumwalt destroyer, displacing GE from its monopoly position with the 
US Navy for large Gas Turbines. 
 
Jun 1998 – Oct 2001, Chief Experimental Engineer EJ200/Fleet 
Main responsibilities: Manage the RR element of the EJ200 bench, altitude facility and flight test programme. 
Certification of flight test vehicles through to production full certification. Also, included clearance of Olympus 593 
following the Concord crash. Main activity to design and conduct a unique fuel ingestion test and report in sixteen 
weeks, successfully achieved on time and within budget, assisting Concord’s return to service. 
 
1994-1998, Chief Performance and Controls Engineer RTM322 
Main responsibilities: Flight clearance of the RTM322 FADEC, HEC300 into the Merlin Aircraft; Integration and 
installation of the FADEC for the UK Apache helicopter, WAH-64. The culmination was an on time, fault free, first flight 
and subsequently RRTM, jointly with WHL and Boeing, being awarded the ‘Gruppo-Agusta’ award from the American 
Helicopter Society in recognition of the of the co-ordinated international achievements of the WAH-64 programme. 
Also, introduced the RTM322 System Test Facility, reducing acceptance testing of new software packages from 2 
weeks to 24 hours. 
 
Qualifications/Affiliations: 
BSc 2(i) Mechanical Engineering - Bath University 1981 
Chartered Member Royal Aeronautical Soc 1998 
Member of Association for Project Management 2013 
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David Venn MSc CEng MINCOSE 
 
As Maritime Head of Engineering within QinetiQ I am the functional leader for 
~450 Engineering, Scientific and Technical (EST) employees, a team of which 
includes ~60 Systems Engineers. In a broader capacity, I sit on the QinetiQ EST 
Leadership team where I have taken the lead in promoting and embedding 
Systems Engineering across our organisation. I developed our Systems 
Engineering principles, processes and training material that are now being used 
throughout the organisation. In particular, I developed an innovative technique to 
utilise the INCOSE Systems Engineering Competency Development framework 
to support the development of individuals, teams and organisations which 
furthermore can be used as a mechanism for accessing organisational and 
business requirements for Systems Engineering capability to deliver both current 
and future business needs. 
 
Even though my degree is in Applied Physics I have been a practicing Systems 
Engineer throughout my career and this role was formalised academically with an MSc in Systems Engineering in 
2002 from UCL. Since then I have been a passionate advocate for spreading a Systems Engineering approach to all 
activities within QinetiQ. I have a particular passion for integrating, standardising and pragmatically applying Systems 
Engineering throughout the organisation as an enabler to the successful delivery of technically complex projects.  
 
There is a clear need to continue raising awareness, across all industries, of the value that Systems Engineering 
brings both as a discipline in its own right (e.g. the specialist Systems Engineer) and also as a set of principles that all 
of the Engineering, Scientific and Technical staff should apply as an efficient method to ensure that projects deliver 
the optimal solution to meet the customers requirement.   
 
In driving the adoption of Systems Engineering throughout the organisation, I have balanced my interest in the 
academic development of the discipline with a proactive and pragmatic approach to embedding System Engineering 
practice into the organisation. An approach which has involved working alongside all programme and business 
functions to encapsulate Systems Engineering as a core function in our delivery processes. 
 
The key areas that I would wish to drive forward for INCOSE UK can be grouped as follows: 
 
Benefits of INCOSE UK membership 

 Be inclusive to all applicable domains to ensure that INCOSE can promote UK-wide best practice. 

 Support members in their personal development as influential and effective Systems Engineers. 

 Provide a coherent route for Professional Development incorporating clarity and guidance on professional 
registration, Systems Engineering Professional registration and continuing Professional Development options. 

 Provide Technical Working Groups focussed on the provision of high calibre support and solutions to specific 
Systems Engineering challenges. 

 Ensure that INCOSE is the recognised and respected authority for System Engineering in the UK.  
 
Relationships with wider INCOSE communities 

 Be the influential voice of UK Systems Engineering community through collaborative action both at EMEA and 
global levels. 

 Continue to be recognised as one of the leading and most proactive of the INCOSE chapters. 
 
Relationships with UK Government, Business and Academia 

 Make a sustained push to promote the importance of Systems Engineering through a targeted campaign to 
relevant government departments, businesses and academia. 

 To enhance the calibre and supply of Systems Engineers available to the UK by working with academia to 
improve System Engineering education, promote research and develop standards. 

 Actively seek out other industries that apply what we would define as Systems thinking, in order to collaborate 
on the development of mutual understanding, learning and cross fertilisation of tools, techniques and 
practices.  

 Grow and make more use of the INCOSE UK Advisory Board (UKAB) as a powerful industrial representation 
of UK wide industry that recognises the importance of System Engineering. 
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I have been the QinetiQ representative on the INCOSE UK Advisory Board since 2008 and have actively participated 
in the working groups and in the development of the Competency Framework. I am the QinetiQ senior mentor for 
INCOSE and recently helped establish a route and personally achieved CEng status in partnership between INCOSE 
and the IET. 
 
I would be honoured to be selected as President Elect as it would allow me to be more personally and proactively 
involved in the development of Systems Engineering on behalf of the UK. I believe that INCOSE UK is already, and 
will continue to be, a very strong and influential INCOSE chapter. Systems Engineering must remain accessible to all, 
not just to Systems Engineers, to provide the unquestionable benefits it brings to all organisations. INCOSE UK 
represents a vibrant and growing community of Systems Engineers which is instrumental to the promotion and 
development of Systems Engineering for the benefit of the UK. I would like to contribute in the highly significant role of 
President Elect to INCOSE’s continued and growing success and thank you for this opportunity to be considered. 
 
 

Personal Statements from the uncontested Posts 
 

Events Director Ian Gibson’s Candidate Statement 
 
Successful events are key to the ongoing vitality of INCOSE UK, and I have thoroughly enjoyed the challenge of 
planning and delivering events during my current term as Events Director, particularly the forthcoming 20

th
 

Anniversary Annual Systems Engineering Conference in November. 
 
I would like the opportunity to build upon my current term of office, maintaining the focus on high-quality flagship 
events, delivered by a hard-working team of volunteers closely supported by the professional services provided by 
Dot-The-Eye. 
 
If re-elected I will also work to broaden the events portfolio to include more joint events with other organisations where 
there is an area of significant interest and overlap, in collaboration with the Technical Director.  I will also seek to push 
the technical envelope further outside of the traditional boundaries of the UK Chapter, to support our wider outreach 
activities. 

 
 

Communications Director Elect Hazel Woodcock’s Candidate Statement 
 
I am standing for the position of Communications Director for INCOSE UK because I strongly believe that 
communication is the key to delivering value to members, promoting INCOSE UK’s values, and driving membership 
growth. I intend to build a more visible, active and engaged communications model. INCOSE is a member 
organisation and I plan to create an environment where the voice of the membership can be heard. 
 
I intend to further develop the INCOSE UK LinkedIn and Twitter accounts for public promotion and discussion of 
Systems Engineering topics. I propose an INCOSE UK Leadership blog where ideas can be aired before they are 
polished, giving the broader membership the opportunity to shape the topics being discussed. I intend to develop the 
INCOSE UK website to be a portal for Systems Engineering news and information, by using it to highlight curated 
content from around the web. These activities will help to build and refine content ideas for the Preview magazine. 
 
I have been an active INCOSE UK member since 2003, including my role as Z-Guide series editor.  I have presented 
papers and tutorials at INCOSE UK and international events, and I am the IBM UKAB representative. My background 
is in defence and automotive, but I have been involved in many other industries in my work as a consultant on tools 
and practices. My current role in IBM is Industry Solution Architect and Community Program Development Manager.  I 
am still very much involved with Systems Engineering at a practical level, working with customers, and on good 
practices.  I have established, and continue to manage, a number of successful virtual communities both internal to 
IBM and public. These communities provide a valuable platform for dialogue between a broad audience of systems 
engineering practitioners and stakeholders. 
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I have the full support of my employer in standing for this role, including offers of practical support from 
communications professionals. 
 
I can be found at http://about.me/hazel.w 
 
We are all busy people, and I see the role of Communications Director as one that should facilitate the dialogue and 
free flow of ideas between membership and leadership. 
 
 

 

INCOSE UK Annual Systems Engineering Conference 2014 (ASEC2014) 

The INCOSE UK Chapter will be holding the Annual Systems Engineering Conference (ASEC) 2014 (including the 
INCOSE UK AGM), on 18-19 November at the Royal Air Force Museum Cosford, Shifnal, Shropshire, TF11 8UP. 

"Systems Engineering Then and Now – Celebrating 20 years of INCOSE UK"  
REGISTRATION IS STILL OPEN - BUT DON'T DELAY 

The conference is filling up fast. So to avoid disappointment, do not leave it too long before registering!  Go to the 
INCOSE UK website to book your place. 

 
INCOSE UK/ IET Professional Registration Workshop  
 
A new workshop date is now available to all INCOSE UK members who are interested in achieving their Professional 
Registration via the IET.  

 
20th November 2014              -           Park Inn Telford (the day after ASEC2014) 

 
This experience offers you the opportunity to consolidate your knowledge of the process in a day long workshop 
delivered collaboratively by INCOSE UK and the IET. Information will be given to delegates on tasks, timing and 
deadlines along with an overview of the registration process. 
 
If you are intending to apply to be Professionally Registered, we strongly recommend that you work with an assigned 
Professional Registration Advisor (PRA). The workshops allow you 30 minutes of one to one time with your allocated 
PRA to discuss your application. 
 
You must be a member of INCOSE UK to attend and to begin the process; you will also need to become a lite 
member of the IET. Details of this are available on the INCOSE UK website under Professional Development. The 
cost of the workshop is £35 + VAT per delegate.  If you are interested in attending or would like more information 
please contact us by email (profdev@incoseonline.org.uk) or by calling 01460 298 217. 

This e-mailed newsletter has come from the UK Chapter of the International Council on Systems Engineering – INCOSE UK.  The contents are intended solely for the use of the 
intended recipient.  No one else may retain, use, copy, forward, distribute or place any reliance on all or any of it in any form. INCOSE UK is not responsible for the contents or 

accuracy of any links.  If you receive this e-mail in error, or wish to unsubscribe, contact the INCOSE UK Administrator, Emma Jane Taylor emmajane@incoseonline.org.uk 
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